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MF.THODS FOR DISCOVERING CUES ',7,SED iV JUDCS:

TWO WORKING PAPERS

:',broaches to Identifyin_13 Cues for

'olicy-Capturing Research

Christopher M, Clark*

The study of teacher judgment is one of the major concerns of the Insti-

tute for Research on Teaching. One powerful method of studying and repre-

senting human judgment is policy capturing (see for example, Rappoport &

Summers, 1973). Unfortunately, the literature describing the methodology

of policy capturing does not provide much glidance on ways to identify

and select cues (or features) of the objects to be judged.

Reflection on this problem has led to consideration of four alternative

ways of generating a cue list for policy-capturing studies. The four

approaches are: (1) review of empirical and theoretical literature concern-

ing the objects to be judged and the behavior of judges, (2) interview of

judges to determine what they believe the salient cues are, (3) participant

observation of situations in which the judgments of interest are taking

place, and (4) choice of very simple objects to be judged. Each of these

approaches will be discussed below.

Review of Theoretical and Empirical Literature

This approach involves two possible fOci. If the literature identifies

those cues or features of objects to be judged that are usually used by

judges, then such literature constitutes a set of nominations for cues to be

employed in future studies. If hardly any such literature exists, as is the

*Christopher M. Clark, senior researcher at the Institute for Research

on Teaching and assistant professor of educational psychology, is coordinating

a study of teacher planning.



as in research on taoier juiment, it would he most prcfitahle

e;:arline literature that is with the ,biects to be judged and their func-

t! rtH onships to ,',esr,,ble nuitcomes. An example of the latter up-

,loach is Mder;on's t (l()77), where the literature (71. teacher effects

is reviewed to eneritc 'ties, ihariicterisics cif teachers that

cerrel ite with student ievemen. Anderson used these cues to sysem-

atieally vary descriptions of effective and ineffecti/ o teachers; these

descriptions were then 1u4',-d as elfeytive or ineffective by experienced

high s,_shc,o1 teachers.

S*1f-Report of Judges

The second approach to generating a cue list involves asking judges

411

(in our case, teachers) to identify the important features or cues they

think influence their judgments about the objects to me judged. This

information can then he summarized, abstracted, and used to create sets

of objei'ts to he judged that vary systematically on the reportedly signif-

icant cues. A recent IRT study by Clark, Wildfong, and Yinger (report in

preparation) exemplifies this ap7roach. Thirteen experienced teachers

were asked to rate the attractiveness of language arts activities. After

rating the activities, the teachers were asked to reexamine each activity

description they rated high and list the features of that activity that

contributed to their judgment. This process was repeated for activity

descriptions rated low. All of the features identified by the teachers

were sorted by the experimenters into categories which constituted a

pool of potential cues, features, or dimensions on which objects to be

judged (in this case, descriptions of language arts teaching activities)

might be varied in future policy-capturing studies.



PArticip2int_ 01-servation of the- JuL',LI'le: t Situation

The thiri approach involves ci.yroful observation of naturally-oc:urring

Ist:inces of tiff judgments of illtrest. Here, the (+server becomeEJ imer,;e1

the jAdg7ent situation, atteml to under,;tand r.ho judge's frame of

rete t!TWL ;-.16, indeed, hecoacs f(lcnti.fyin4 important cues or

features of the objects to b,c. juded then hecomes a matter of introspectfor..

The participant-observation approach can, of course, he combined with the

second approach described above; the important distinction is that the

ioterr<4 it:or in case is much more intimately familiar with the judg-

ment thal is tilt interroy:oLor in the "self-report of judges"

approach.

Use of Very Simrle Objects to be .lobed

The final approach to generating a cue list involves choosing objects

to b... judged in such a w iv that an e-4haustive list of 'their features will

suffcienctly short to permit full icterial experimental manipulation.

Au txample this approach can be seen in a study by Ilammond and Adelman

(19Th) in which the objects to be judged were types of bullets be.iitp, con-

sidered for use by the Denver Police Department. The 'bullets varied on

only three features. It may he that policy-capturing approaches are most

useful when the judgments in question are concerned with relatively simple

objects.

Using this approach for our purposes, however, generates the question,

"Under what circumstances do teachers exercise judgment of objects that in-

volve only four or five different features?" It may be that our use of

policy-capturing methodology should he limited to such situations; we may



!)t. able to lei m much about teacher judgment in general by examining a few

simple examples. Just AS eXperiMvntAl psychologists have 'warned much about

human memory and information processiny, by studying human performance in

rememberiny, nonsense svil.thlos, ti0 wo too might he able to generalize beyond

the simple judgment sitn.,tions )hserved to basic processes in the mental

life of the teacl,



Four quantitative Methods
For Discovering Cues Used by Judges

by Robert J. Yinger*

Wilcox (1972) discusses font mantitative methods for discovering cues

ose,i by judges in a policy-capturing study. The Cirst is to pre-specify a

large list of potentially relevant cues aad then use observation and regres-

sion analysis to narrow the list. The second is to use the semantic dif-

ferential. The third involves the use of multidimensional scaling, and

the fourth is the use ot Kelly's Role. Repertory Test. Each of these methods

will be discussed in turn.

Pre-specifying Cues

The first method, that of pre-specifying a large list of potentially

relevant cues and then narrowing them down using regression analysis is exemp-

lified by Slovic's (1969) study of stockbrokers' decision making. Through

discussions with two stockbrokers, Slovic identified 11 cues he felt were

potentially important to them in their decision making. After varying these

cues factorially, he had the stockbrokers make decisions on the resulting

stock profiles. The two were then each given resulting 128 standardized

descriptions of the stocks and asked to rate them on a 9-point preference

scale.

An interesting finding of the study was that neither decision maker

appeared to be using more than half of the available attributes. This find-

ing raises a question about whether or not Slovic initially listed all the

*Robert J. Yinger, IRT researcher, is collaborating with Christopher M.

Clark in a study of teacher planning.



attributes that were relevant to the decisions. Wilcox, commenting on the

study, mentions that there is no way to judge from Slovic's results whether

or not he included too few relevant cues; the method used provides no

corrective signals when not enough relevant attributes have been included.

A:cording to Wilcox, Slovic utilized artificial alternatives that did not

correspond to known real alternatives. The only information about the

hypothetical stocks available to the decision makers was in terms of the

11 attributes selected by Slovic. Therefore, it is not surprising

that the decision makers' preferences were highly correlated with the given

attributes. One way to test whether or not the cues were really being

used would be to have the stockbrokers rate stocks with which they were

already familiar. In this way, the cues would emerge from a real life

judgment task rather than an artificial one. Any sharp reduction in the

explanatory power of the model would provide a signal of possible mis-

specification of relevant attributes.

Two disadvantages are evident in Slovic's method. First, the method

is relatively inefficient. Since Slovic had to cross factorially all of the

relevant cues, the tasks became so difficult as to require the judges to

spend about 10 hours on each task. Second, the tendency for the observer

to project his own perceptions of the cues onto the task is inherent in

4
the methodology of the first step, where the observer, via observation and_

discussion of cues with the judges, decides which cues appear to be relevant

to the situat'.,71.



The Semantic Differential

The second quantitative method that has been widely discussed for

discovering cues is the semantic differential. This method is based on

factor analysis of multiple judges' ratings of objects on a large number of

pre-specified adjective scales. The oblects are then rated on the sum-

marizing attribute factors revealed by factor analysis, which in turn is

based on ratings by all judges on all scales. By comparing the factor scores

of the objects to an individual judge's rating, a measure is obtained of

each individual's assumptions (cues they are using).

This methoU is more efficient than using regression analysis alone,

mainly due to the reduction of the number of factors that a judge has to

deal with. The major disadvantage, however, is that individual differences

are obscured by the combination of many judges' ratings prior to the factor

analysis. It is also very difficult to make pre-specified adjective scales

that are relevant to the problem at hand. A third disadvantage of such an

approach is that strong assumptions are made about the metric nature of the

scales by having the judges rate the objects on a standard 7-or 9-point

scale.

Multidimensional Scalia&

The third quantitative method used for discovering what cues a judge is

using, multidimensional scaling, uses estimates or comparisons of inter-

object similarities to build up a spatial configuration of objects in which

similarities correspond to inter-object distances. This configuration is

7

then analyzed, and the minimal number of dimensions by which the configura-

tion may be embedded is determined. (See Wiggins, I973, for more discussion

ri



of this method and several y.amples of its use

Theyle are two primary ,ikHantages of the multidimensional scaling methoi.

First, it is not necessary to pre-specify the cues, being used by the judge

since cues are elicited during the similarity-comparison task. Second, only

weak ordinal assumptions regarding the types of comparisons of similarity

used by the judges are required.

Three major disadvantages of this method are discussed by Wilcox. First, it

requires large numbers of similarity comparisons in order to construct the

stable metric of the cue dimensions. This is due to the necessity of

making all possible triad comparisons using the objects selected for the

task. Second, comparisons of `rinds often requires extra work for the judge

in terms of calculating combinatorial weights. Since a triad comparison is

comparing two objects against a third, the two objects must somehow be

weighted to determine their importance. Finally, it is difficult to inter-

pret the dimensions arrived at after the task since introspective informa-

tion is not elicited, i.e., cue labels are not asked for.

Kelly's Role Repertory Test

Kelly's Role Repertory Test (1955), the fourth quantitative method for

arriving at cue dimensions,generally involves four steps. First, the judge

is asked to match a given list of appropriate "role" descriptions with

appropriate objects from his or her own experience. Next, a limited number

of triads of these objects are selected, and the judge is asked which pair

of the triad is most similar, in what ways they are so, and in what impor-

..
tart ways the third member of the triad differs. Then, the judge positions

each object on each relevant attribute scale. Objects are scored as either

1



+I (similar) or -1 (different) on each o the raw cue dimensions implicitly

de:Tibet, in (be first step. Finally, these attcibute data are factor an:1-

ivzedtoelh:(inate redundancies.

An advantge of using this method is that the comparisons task-is

simpler for the j,,dge than that of multidimensional scaling because individ-

ualized, self-selecL, ,1 familiar objects are used. An additional advantage

of this method is that attribute lables used by the judge are elicited during

the task. After-these labels are elicited, the similarity comparison task

is cut short, further reducing task difficulty for the judge.

The method used by Wilcox (1972) in his stock market participant study

is basically a variation of Kelly's Role Repertory Test. Like Kelly's

method, a two-stage data collection procedure was used. In the first stage,

calledtheSt0C1cP.oleRepertoryExercise,alis.t of 20 roles that various
If

stocks play in the subject's experience and conceptual structure was pre-

pared (e. g. , "a very popular stock," "the stock in which he first made a

A
considerable gain," "the stock sold too soon" Next eich judge was asked.

to designate a particular stock for each of these "roles." Twenty triads

of these stocks were then selected and presented to the judges, who were

asked in what important way two members of the triad differed ft\om the third

member (as in Kelly's triad comparison task). This step was used to 2licit

important conceptual dimensions used by the judge. (It is at this point in

the method that considerable experimenter judgment is called for,. Wilcox re-

ported a 30% reduction of labels made at this point as he tried to eliMinate

redundancies) After the relevant cues had been determined, a questionnaire

was constructed which asked the judge tc do the following for each attri-

bute elicited in the previous step:

12



1. Divide the scale into 2 to 9 equivalent intervals.

2. Place any appropriate stocks into two separately provided
categories - "scale not relevant" or "not enough information."

3. Place the remaining stocks on the attribute scale at their
appropriate intervals.

The second step of Wilcox's method involved a factor analysis (using

principal component anaysis) of the questionnaire data to condense the "raw

attributes" into "attribute factor structures." The factor analysis, using

data for a single decision maker, eliminates most of the previously-mentioned

difficulties of the semantic differential. Also, by allowing the judge to

divide the scale into between 2 and 9 equivalent intervals, much more ordinal

or metric information is provided on each attribute scale. This is in con-

trast to Kelly's method and to the multidimensional scaling method which both

make the assumption of equal scale intervals for all attributes.

Two disadvantages of this method are most apparent. First, once the

factor analysis has been completed, the factors themselves are left unnamed

since the data are only used for nreilictive purposes. Thus, the simplified

factor structures do not really offer summary value for descriptive purposes.

Furthermore, it is relatively easy to reliably measure the relevant assump-

tions of a judge who is dealing with a large number of fairly simple-conse-

quence judgments made in the same domain, but it is much harder when a

judge is dealing with only a very few large decisions. It is harder still

when the decisions have very complicated action spaces. This drawback

mat be inherent to all the methods described; they can be efficiently and

easily used only on simple jwh:ment casks. It may be that the extrapolation

of these methods to much more complicated task environments such as teacher

decision making may be very difficult and, in some cases, impossible.

1
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